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Ischemic stroke is a rapidly developing loss of brain function due to impairment of brain supply from ischemia 
caused by thrombosis, arterial embolism or hemorrhage. Ischemic stroke represents up to 80 % of the total stroke 
burden, stroke being the leading cause of adult disability and third leading cause of death in North America and 
Europe. 
One of the gold standards of neuroprotective therapies against ischemic stroke in animal experiments is induced 
mild to moderate hypothermia. In the past decade, prospective randomized controlled studies have demonstrated 
that induced hypothermia improves neurological function in patients suffering from cardiac arrest due to 
ventricular fibrillation and it reduces risk of death and disability in neonates following hypoxic-ischemic 
encephalopathy. The pathophysiological processes are grossly regarded to be similar in hypoxic encephalopathy 
and ischemic stroke, thus rendering the extremely frequent disease of cerebral ischemia (= ischemic stroke) a 
potential target for this type of neuroprotective therapy. Extrapolating animal studies to human patients, however, 
significant gaps exist between the design of laboratory experiments and clinical trials. For example, in most 
animal models complete reperfusion is allowed / used, while ischemic stroke patients frequently suffer from 
permanent cerebral artery occlusion even in the context of rtPA treatment, where less than one third of patients 
achieve a complete reperfusion; even more ominous, the rtPA treatment is used in less than 15% of ischemic 
stroke patients in the best of all circumstances. 
 With respect to ischemic stroke the published literature contains no randomized controlled trial sufficient to 
support or to be an assertion that therapeutic hypothermia or, as recently suggested, targeted temperature 
management may be of benefit. Whether targeted temperature management – as adjunctive therapy – would 
further improve the outcome in ischemic stroke patients is speculative. However, it has been shown that the 
introduction of therapeutic hypothermia/targeted temperature management has the potential to increase the rate 
of pneumonia, may be even the need for endotracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation, thus carrying the 
risk to harm these frequently multi- morbid ischemic stroke patients. Therefore such a risk for harm needs to be 
addressed in any clinical trial. This assumption is underlined by the findings of a Chinese group that local mild 
hypothermia together with thrombolysis for acute ischemic stroke (carried out all together within a 6 hour window) 
is not superior to intravenous rtPA alone. The outcome criteria were evaluated at 24 hours and 90 days after i.v. 
rtPA treatment had begun. Low body temperature does not compromise the treatment effect of rtPA, improved 
outcome has been observed at temperatures between 35,5 und 37,5°C whereas significance had been lost at 
temperatures <35,5° and>37,5°.  
Whether targeted temperature management conveys a benefit to the most severe stroke patients, i. e. with 
malignant  A. cerebri media infarction, even as a postoperative add on therapy (after decrompessive craniectomy) 
needs to be evaluated. 
Very recently targeted temperature management has been used in a small case series with hemorrhagic stroke 
(intracerebral hemorrhage - ICH). In these patients the freezing of the perihemorrhagic edema has been shown in 
10 consecutive ICH patients.  
Currently, several prospective randomized trials have been initiated, just to name: IcTUS 2 and IcTUS 3 for 
ischemic Stroke and CINCH for hemorrhagic Stroke to study the feasibility, safety and, in the long run, also 
efficacy of targeted temperature management (therapeutic hypothermia) in stroke patients.  
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